
 

WORLD CAFE – Machine Learning & ESM 
 

What is gained by using ML in ESM? 
 

Q: Why is ML increasing in popularity? 

A: It is becoming cheap, high performance development in GPUs in recent years 

Q: Is ML making one of the big ESM models better? 

A: So far there is no ML emulator assistor, there are fully ESM ML techniques 

Q: Is there an argument for ML to be more accurate than an ESM? 

A: You can train an ML emulator to be more accurate by using data sources that 

are outside of the ESM, for example observational data, if no physics are known 

Q: What is the use of ML in climate Science? 

A: Depends on application 

Q: What can you do with a trained ML GCM? What's the gain? 

A: You can apply more complex models, since computations are faster 

Q: Is ML only for increasing efficiency or also for making better predictions? 

A: Both can be possible. Variability is a huge issue → go to smaller scale resolution 

→ huge problem due to computational complexity → possibility to produce high 

resolution with ML to achieve this variability 

Q: How fast/how good is ML technique when trained with ESM? 

A: It's easy to beat in time in most cases, but the ML technique can be at most as 

precise as the ESM that it was trained on 

Q: NVIDIA ML forecasting technique trained on ERA5 predicts weather for up to 5 days. Opinion on 

extended lead time? (Anm.: FourCastNet) 

A: Will probably not be feasible for a single year 

Q: Acceleration gives much more freedom to process models, what are consequences on a global 

scale? 

A: Interpolation works well 

 

Q: Can we improve tuning parameters of old Numerical models using ML models? 

A: This could improve or replace existing parametrization 

 



What to consider when using ML in ESM? 
 

Q: What do we lose with ML models? 

A: Interpretability, Stability Guarantees 

Q: Are ML techniques considering physical laws? 

A: Difficult to prove this 

Q: Are ML black boxes? 

A: Controversy between real physics in numerical models ↔ minimizing error in 

ML models 

A: Ongoing research on explainable AI 

 

Best Practices 
 

Q: What time range is enough for training an ML model? 

A: Depends on dimension of input and output spaces and application 

Q: What is the benefit of using python compared to Fortran for ML? 

A: Developing and maintaining ML for Fortran is way too complicated. Community 

benefit for python, many existing frameworks and different models 

 

Experience with ML in the user group 
 

Q: What do you use ML for? 

A: Data assimilation, Generation of missing data, Data analyzation 

Q: What is hindering you from using ML for ESM? 

A: It is a complex task to choose the design of ML technique, difficult to handle 

uncertainties, missing knowledge, missing good expectations 

 

 


